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Abstract
Objective.Determining the detectability of targets for the different imagingmodalities in
mammography in the presence of anatomical background noise is challenging. This work proposes a
method to compare the image quality and detectability of targets in digitalmammography (DM),
digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) and syntheticmammography.Approach. The low-frequency
structured noise produced by awater phantomwith acrylic spheres was used to simulate anatomical
background noise for the different types of images. Amethodwas developed to apply the non-
prewhitening observermodel with eye filter (NPWE) in these conditions. A homogeneous poly
(methyl)methacrylate phantomwith a 0.2mm thick aluminiumdisc was used to calculate 2D in-
planemodulation transfer function (MTF), noise power spectrum (NPS), noise equivalent quanta,
and systemdetective quantumefficiency for 30, 50 and 70mm thicknesses. The in-depthMTFs of
DBT volumeswere determined using a thin tungstenwire. TheMTF, systemNPS and anatomical NPS
were used in theNPWEmodel to calculate the threshold gold thickness of the gold discs contained in
theCDMAMphantom,whichwas taken as reference.Main results.The correspondence between the
NPWEmodel and theCDMAMphantom (linear Pearson correlation 0.980) yielded a threshold
detectability index that was used to determine the threshold diameter of sphericalmicrocalcifications
andmasses. DBT imaging improved the detection ofmasses, which dependedmostly on the reduction
of anatomical background noise. Conversely, DM images yielded the best detection ofmicrocalcifica-
tions. Significance.Themethod presented in this studywas able to quantify image quality and object
detectability for the different imagingmodalities and levels of anatomical background noise.

1. Introduction

The development of digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) has paved theway to diverse implementations of
pseudo-volumetric imaging inmammography (Sechopoulos 2013a, 2013b). This has also led to the
development of syntheticmammography (SM) imaging, inwhich a 2D image is generated fromDBT
projections and/or reconstructed planes, with the aimof substituting digitalmammography (DM) images
(Durand 2018). The development of breast phantoms that include anatomical background structures to assess
the imaging performance ofDM,DBT and SMdevices aims to provide a direct and relevant evaluation of the
detectability of structures such asmicrocalcifications andmass-like lesions (Hadjipanteli et al 2017 and 2019,
Tanguay et al 2019,Marshall and Bosmans 2022). Breast phantomswhichmimic anatomical breast noise and
some low-frequency and high-frequency structures for task-based performance evaluation have been recently
developed. The phantoms used in these studies attempt tomatch breast anatomical noise in terms ofmagnitude
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and correlation of structures (Kiarashi et al 2015, Cockmartin et al 2017, Ikejimba et al 2017, Glick and
Ikejimba 2018).

The use of Fourier-basedmetrics such as presamplingmodulation transfer function (MTF), noise power
spectrum (NPS), noise equivalent quanta (NEQ) and detective quantum efficiency (DQE) (ICRUReport 54
1996, Cunningham2000) to quantify detector or system imaging properties is well-established (Zhao et al 2009
and 2017,Marshall et al 2011,Marshall and Bosmans 2012). Themetric of NEQandmodel observers in the
spatial frequency domain have been generalized to include the influence of anatomical noise and scattered
radiation for CBCT and tomosynthesis (Tward and Siewerdsen 2008, Gang et al 2010, Reiser and
Nishikawa 2010, Prakash et al 2011). Detectability of low-frequency and high-frequency objects calculated from
Fourier-basedmetrics have been shown to correlate well with observer performance for awide range of imaging
parameters inDBT (Gang et al 2011). In previous work, we have used cascaded linear system theory to include
the scatter fraction and the anti-scatter device in a global systemDQE and describe in this way the SNR transfer
through the complete imaging system (Monnin et al 2017). Recent work has applied thismethod to the
evaluation of global systemperformance of several DBT systemswith different image reconstruction algorithms
(Monnin et al 2020), yielding amethodology to assess Fouriermetrics and detection performance ofDBT
systems using a non-prewhiteningwith eyefilter (NPWE)model observer.

This work extends themethod described inMonnin et al (2020) to calculate a detectability indexwhich
includes a structured anatomical noise term. Fourier-based image qualitymetrics were calculated for theDM,
DBT and SM imagingmodes of threemammography systems at three breast equivalent thicknesses. The
threshold thicknesses of the CDMAMphantomdiscs were compared to those given by theNPWEmodel. The
good agreement obtained between the observermodel and the contrast-detail analysis established a threshold
detectability index that pertained for all the imagingmodalities and conditions considered in this study. This
threshold indexwas then used to estimate the threshold diameter of sphericalmicrocalcifications andmasses for
different imaging levels of systemnoise (detector air kerma) and anatomical background noise.

2.Materials andmethods

2.1.Mammography systems and imaging setup
Threeflat panel-basedmammography systemswere involved in this study: a GEHCSenographe Pristina (GE
HealthCare, Chicago, USA), aHologic SeleniaDimensions (Hologic,Massachusetts, USA) and a Siemens
Revelation (SiemensHealthineers, Germany). See table 1 for their technical characteristics. For each system, a
phantommade of 180 mm× 240 mmplates of poly(methyl)methacrylate (PMMA)was imaged in three
thicknesses: 30 mm, 50 mmand 70mm.The tube voltage, anode/filter (A/F), tube current–time product (mAs)
and grid configuration of these three PMMA thicknesses imaged under automatic exposure control (AEC) are
shown in table 2. Spacers were usedwhen establishing these technique factors so that the total thickness (PMMA
+ spacers)was equal to the breast equivalent thickness for a given PMMA thickness (Dance et al 2000). ForDM
mode, ‘For Processing’ and ‘For Presentation’ images were acquired, referred to respectively as ‘raw’ and
‘processed’DM images. DBT scanswere performed andDBTplanes and SM images were generated using the
standard clinical image reconstruction and processing (table 1). A 1 mm reconstructedDBTplane spacingwas
used for all systems.

As described inMonnin et al (2020), a phantommade of PMMAplates (the ‘NPWEphantom’)was imaged
in three thickness configurations (30, 50 and 70 mm) tomeasure the 2DMTF and the 2DNPS required in the
NPWEobservermodel to calculate the detectability index. TheNPWEphantom contained a 0.2 mm thick
aluminiumdisc of 50 mmdiameter placed on top of 20 mmof PMMAat the reference point (van Engen 2013),
6 cm from chest wall side and laterally centred. FourDMandDBT acquisitionsweremade for each of the three
NPWEphantom thicknesses, with the phantom slightlymoved between each acquisition to produce four
different samples of the disc. An additional acquisition of the 50 mmNPWEphantomplaced side by sidewith a
structured phantom (the ‘L1 phantom’)wasmade. The L1 phantom is a 48 mm thick semi-cylindrical PMMA
box filledwithwater and acrylic beads of different diameters that generates images containing structured noise
similar toDMandDBT images of breasts (Cockmartin et al 2017, Vancoillie et al 2021).

Images of the CDMAMphantomwere acquired at the same thicknesses and conditions used for theNPWE
phantom for theDMandDBT imagingmodes. Attenuation of theCDMAMphantom is approximately
equivalent to that of 10 mmPMMA (CDMAMmanual, Artinis), and therefore a 10 mmPMMAplate was
replaced byCDMAM.TheCDMAMphantomwas always positioned on top of 20 mmof PMMA, ensuring a
fixed height above the detector for all acquisitions. The phantomwas slightlymoved between each of eight
similar acquisitions.
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Table 1.Characteristics of themammography systems.

System Detector type Pixel pitch (μm)DM/DBT/SM
DBT

X-ray tubemotion Number of projections Angular range Reconstructionmethod

GEHC Senographe Pristina CsI/a-Si TFT switch 100/100/- step-and-shoot 9 ±12.5° iterative

Hologic SeleniaDimensions a-Se/TFT switch 70/100/106 continuous 15 ±7.5° FBPwith iterative optimization

SiemensRevelation a-Se/TFT switch 85/85/85 continuous 25 ±25° EMPIRE (iterative)
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Table 2.Acquisition parameters and x-ray beams characteristics.

Modality AECmode Grid Phantom thickness (mm) kV mAs Anode Filter (mm) Kin (μGy) DAK (μGy) j (mm−2μGy−1)
¯
¯

Dq

q
IRF

SFin

GEHCSenographe Pristina

DM/DBT STD In 30 26 40 Mo Mo (0.03) 206.1 96.9 4844 0.217 0.360

50 34 36 Rh Ag (0.03) 247.9 104.1 7353 0.137 0.504

70 34 90 Rh Ag (0.03) 245.7 88.5 7979 0.126 0.589

Hologic SeleniaDimensions

DM Autofilter In 30 26 92 W Rh (0.05) 285.9 157.2 5776 0.177 0.334

50 31 176 W Rh (0.05) 334.5 160.6 6783 0.147 0.462

70 34 198 W Ag (0.05) 338.6 145.6 8680 0.113 0.555

DBT Autofilter Out 30 28 43 W Al (0.7) 400.1 400.1 6630 0.157 0.291

50 33 60 W Al (0.7) 492.5 492.5 9149 0.109 0.460

70 42 70 W Al (0.7) 822.2 822.2 15013 0.064 0.568

SiemensRevelation

DM Opdose In 30 27 50 W Rh (0.05) 189.6 104.3 5866 0.174 0.355

50 30 100 W Rh (0.05) 180.3 90.2 6593 0.150 0.483

70 32 200 W Rh (0.05) 162.5 73.1 7593 0.132 0.568

DBT Opdose Out 30 27 100 W Rh (0.05) 351.6 351.6 5866 0.174 0.355

50 30 180 W Rh (0.05) 300.5 300.5 6593 0.150 0.483

70 32 320 W Rh (0.05) 240.7 240.7 7593 0.132 0.568
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2.2. X-ray beams, radiant contrast and grid characteristics
Weconsider imaging systems composed of an anti-scatter grid (if used), a detector, image reconstruction (DBT
and SM) and image processing stages (processedDM,DBT and SM). The values of all quantities are expressed in
the detector (image) plane considered as the reference plane. The air kerma, themean photonfluence
(photons/mm2) and the scatter fraction (SF) are denoted asK, ̅q and SF, respectively.Whennecessary, the
subscripts in or out specify whether these quantities correspond to values at the grid input or output, respectively.
For themodalities which do not use an anti-scatter grid, the quantities with the subscripts in and out are
therefore equal.

For air kermameasurements, the relevant PMMAphantomwas held in the compression plate at a height of
2 cm above the breast support table (see figure 2 inMonnin et al 2020). A calibrated ionization chamberwas
positioned at the reference point (van Engen 2013) above the system (grid) entrance plane, 1 cmbelow the
PMMA/compression plate. Themeasured air kerma includes primary and scattered radiation at the system
entrance (grid entrance if used for imaging). An inverse square distance correctionwas applied to express the
input air kerma at the detector (image) plane, notedKin in table 2. The detector air kerma (DAK) is the product
betweenKin and the total grid transmission. DAK is equal toKin for the case without grid. The product ofKin

with the photonfluence per air kerma unit (Boone 1998), notedj in table 2, gave the input photon fluence q̄ .in
The photonfluence per air kerma unitj depends only on the x-ray spectrum and is the same for the
configurations grid in or grid out.

TheNPWEphantom contains a thin 0.2 mmAl disc used to calculate the impulse response function (IRF) of
the imaging system. This disc produces a radiant contrast ∆q̄IRF (zero-frequency signal), which is the difference
in photonfluencemeasuredwith andwithout an additional 0.2 mmAl platefixed at the tube output.We assume

the relative disc contrast ∆ ̅
¯

q

q
IRF depends on the disc thickness (TAl) and on the linear attenuation coefficient of

aluminium (μAl) as given in equation (1), neglecting the effect of the thin 0.2 mmAl disc on the SF

∆ ¯
¯

( ) ( )m= - -
q

q
T1 exp . 1IRF

Al Al

For a given disc, ∆ ¯
¯
q

q
IRF varies with the x-ray beam energy, determined by the tube voltage, the anode/filter (A/F)

combination and the phantom thickness, but neither with the SF produced in the phantomnorwith the total
grid transmission.

SFs weremeasured for 30, 50 and 70 mmPMMAusing the beam stopmethod described inMonnin et al
(2017). Lead discs with radii between 1.5 mmand 6mmwere positioned on the PMMA thickness at the
reference point and imaged under the same conditions as theNPWE andCDMAMphantoms (table 2). The
linear response function between ‘For Processing’ pixel values andDAKwas established from the rawprojection
images for all theDMandDBTbeams (van Engen 2013). Pixel valuesmeasuredwithin the disc in the ‘For
Processing’ projection images were converted toDAKvalues using the linear response functions. The SFs
measuredwith grid in and out gave SFout and SFin, respectively. The total grid transmission (Tg)was calculated
from the ratio ofDAKmeasured using a 5× 5 mm2ROI at the reference point in the linearized projection
images, acquiredwith grid in and grid out. The primary grid transmissionTp, scatter grid transmissionTs and
gridDQE (DQEgrid)were determined fromTg, SFin and SFout using equations (2), (3) and (4), respectively
(Monnin et al 2017)

∙ ( )=
-
-

T
SF

SF
T

1

1
2p g

out

in

∙ ( )=T
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SF
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in

∙ ( )= =
-
-
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SF
TDQE
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. 4
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⎛
⎝
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The SF increases with the x-ray path length in the phantom, and thuswith the projection angle forDBT. The
x-ray path length increases with the inverse of the cosine of the projection angle, leading to a 10% increase for the
maximumprojection angle of 25° (Siemens Revelation). The difference in SF between the central and the outer
projections inDBT therefore remains below a few percent andwas not considered in this study.

2.3. In-plane Fouriermetrics: IRF,MTF,NPS,NEQand systemDQE
The use of Fourier-basedmetrics to characterize properties ofmedical imaging devices requires the
approximation of a stationary and spatially invariant imaging system (Metz andDoi 1979, Cunningham2000).
We consider that pixel values d are spatially invariant and depend linearly on the photon fluence per pixel q, with
a gain ¶ ¶/d q.This local linear relationshipwas considered for all image types: raw and processedDM images,
reconstructedDBTplanes and SM images. Although image reconstruction and image processing algorithms use
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logarithmic transforms that are nonlinear processes, processedDM images, reconstructedDBTplanes and SM
imageswere considered linear in a small-signal approximation for a small range of signal variations (contrast) in
the images (Tward and Siewerdsen 2008, Zhao andZhao 2008). The 0.2 mmaluminiumdisc in theNPWE
phantomwas used to produce a signal (radiant contrast) sufficiently small (between 6%and 22%, table 2) so that
the system gain could be considered constant, and the log-normalization performed in theDBT (and by
implication in the SM reconstructions) could be considered linear in a small-signal approximation. The impulse
response function (IRF), NPS,NEQand systemdetective quantum efficiency (systemDQE)were therefore
calculated in the Fourier space to characterize the image quality parameters ofDM,DBT and SM images,
following the calculationmethodology detailed in previous work (Monnin et al 2020), and summarized below.

In this study, the following coordinate systemwas used: x for the left-right direction, y for the front-back
direction and z for the vertical direction. DBTproduces a 3D IRF, whichwas expressed as the product of two
separable functions governed by different physical parameters in the in-plane xy- and z-components according
to equation (5)

( ) ( )· ( ) ( )=I f f f f f fRF , , IRF , MTF . 5d x y z d xy x y z z,

IRFd denotes the system IRFmeasuredwith scatter, whosemagnitude is expressed in pixel values d. IRFd,xy is
the IRF component in the xy plane andMTFz the in-depthMTFofDBT reconstructions characterized using the
thinwire. The 2D ‘in-plane IRF’wasmeasured in the in-focusDBTplane of the thin 0.2 mmAl disc of the
NPWEphantom. It is denoted IRFd,ip and is equal to the 3D IRFd integrated over the z-frequency bandwidth
(Zhao andZhao 2008).

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ò ò= =
- -

f f f f f df f f f dfIRF , IRF , , IRF , MTF . 6d ip x y
f

f

d x y z z d xy x y
f

f

z z z, ,
z

z

z

z

,Nyq

,Nyq

,Nyq

,Nyq

The case for 2D (DMand SM) images is obtained by setting fz= 0 in equations (5) and (6), where the in-plane
IRF reduces to the xy-component of the IRF. The in-plane IRFwasmeasured in the image of the 0.2 mmAl disc
of theNPWEphantomwith a radial version of the angled edgemethod (Samei, Flynn andReimann 1998).
Extension of themethod to radial coordinates is detailed inMonnin et al (2016). Radial edge spread functions
(ESF) originating from the disc centre were plotted every 2°, in a square ROI of size 100× 100 mm2, each of
them covering a 4° angular aperture. Each radial ESF produced a radial IRF. The in-plane 2D IRFwas calculated
from the 180 radial IRFs using the angular interpolationmethod described inMonnin et al (2016). The in-plane
systemMTFwas defined as the in-plane system IRFnormalized to 1.0 at itsmaximumvalue. Unlike the IRF, the
MTFdoes not varywith ̅q , system gain or disc contrast, andwas used to compare the signal frequency transfer
between the different systems and acquisitionmodes.

The 3DNPS ofDBT stacksweremeasured from two homogeneous volumes of interest (VOIs) of 60×
60 mm2placed in theNPWEphantom, on both sides of the aluminiumdisc, at 60 mm from the disc centre and
60mm from the chest wall side (figure 1 inMonnin et al 2020). Thefirst and last images of the stackwere
excluded from theVOIs. Computationwasmadewithout detrending correction, leading to low-frequency
peaks in theNPS due to signal trends present in theVOIs. The in-plane 2DNPS, denotedNPSd,ip, was obtained
by integrating the 3DNPS over the z-frequency bandwidth (Siewerdsen et al 2002, Zhao andZhao 2008).

( ) ( ) ( )ò=
-

f f f f f dfNPS , NPS , , . 7d ip x y
f

f

d x y z z,
z

z

,Nyq

,Nyq

The in-plane 2DNPS forDMand SM images were calculated from2D regions of interest (ROIs) instead
of VOIs.

TheNEQand the systemDQE (DQEsys) have been shown to quantify image quality and the detective
efficiency of the imaging system including the scattered radiation, the anti-scatter grid, the reconstruction stages
and the image processing (Monnin et al 2017, 2020). Thesemetrics were calculated from the in-plane IRF and
NPS according to equations (8) and (9), respectively

( )
( )

( )

∙ ( )
( )

∆ ¯
¯

=f f
f f

f f
NEQ ,

IRF ,

NPS ,
8x y

d ip x y

q

q d ip x y

,
2

2

,
IRF

( )
( )

( )

·( ) · ¯ · ( )
( )

∆ ¯
¯

=
-

f f
f f

SF q f f
DQE ,

IRF ,

1 NPS ,
. 9x y

d ip x y

q

q d ip x y

sys
,

2

2

in
2

in ,
IRF

Themean radialMTF,NEQandDQEsys curves are radial averages of the corresponding 2Dmetrics, excluding
the 0° and 90° axial values.
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2.4. In-depth resolution (MTFz)
In-depth resolution ofDBT reconstructions was characterized usingMTFz andmeasured using the thinwire
method (Li et al 2007,Hu et al 2008,Marshall and Bosmans 2012). A thin tungstenwire of diameter 20μmwas
stretched vertically in air from the compression plate to the breast table, tilted by 20° in the front-back y-
direction and by 2–3° in the left-right x-direction. Thewirewas imagedwith the same kV andA/F used for the
phantoms (table 2), but with a lowmAs value to avoid saturation of pixel values. For each image in the stack (z-
position), the voxel with themaximum intensity gave the (x, y) coordinates of thewire position in theDBT
planes. A linear least squares regression of x-coordinates to y-coordinates of thewire gave the azimuthal angle of
thewire relative to the imagematrix. A further linear curvefit of the z-coordinates to azimuthal positions of the
wire gave the polar angle (inclination) of thewire in a spherical coordinate system. The intensity of all the voxels
of the reconstructed volume having the same azimuthal coordinates as thewirewere plotted as a function of
their vertical distance (z-position) to thewire to obtain the oversampled PSFz. The amplitude of the Fourier
transformof the PSFz, was normalized to 1.0 at the zero frequency to giveMTFz.

2.5. Anatomical breast noise
In order to obtain the anatomical backgroundNPS, denotedNPSd,a, the L1 and the 50 mmNPWEphantoms
were rotated by 90°, positioned adjacent to each other at the chest wall edge and imaged together. These two
phantoms yielded equivalent attenuation and hence the samemean pixel value and systemnoise level (quantum,
fixed pattern and electronic noises). Acquisition factors relevant to each imaging system for 50 mmphantom
thickness were set and three images acquired for each system. The in-planeNPS of systemnoise wasmeasured in
theNPWEphantom, andwas subtracted from the in-planeNPSmeasured in the L1 phantom to give the
anatomical in-planeNPS (equation (10))

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )= -f f f f f fNPS , NPS , NPS , . 10d a x y d ip L x y d ip x y, , , 1 , ,NPWE

Themeasured anatomicalNPSwas thenfitted to the empirical power law relationship used to describe the
power spectrumof anatomical structures (Gang et al 2010, Reiser andNishikawa 2010, Cockmartin et al 2013)
given in equation (11), with the coefficientsκ andβ quantifying themagnitude and correlation of the structured
noise

( ) ·( ) ( )= k + b- /f f f fNPS , . 11d a x y x y,
2 2 2

Weare therefore assuming that the structures in the L1 phantommodel the structures in a typical breast to some
acceptable degree (Cockmartin et al 2013). Images of anatomical background noise were generated and added to
CDMAM images to quantify its deleterious effect on object detectability. For this purpose, a homogeneous
imagewith awhiteGaussian noise of randomphase was generated, Fourier-transformed and filtered by
( )+ b- /f f

x y
2 2 4 (Bochud et al 1995, Båth et al 2005a and 2005b, Reiser andNishikawa 2010). TheNPSmagnitude

of the generated noise was then adjusted to correspond to thatmeasured on the images of the L1 phantom. An
inverse Fourier transform yielded a simulating structure thatwasmathematically equivalent to the image of
anatomical noise. An anatomical NPSwith a different randomnoise texturewas added to each of the 8CDMAM
images of equivalent PMMA thickness 50 mm, as shown infigure 1. For the two other thicknesses of 30 and
70 mm, themagnitude of the anatomical NPSmeasured on the 50 mm thick phantomwas converted to another
thicknessT using equation (12)

( )
¯
¯ ∙

∆
∆

∙ ∆
∆

∙ ( ) ( )
m
m

=f f
d

d

z

z
f fNPS , NPS , . 12d a T x y

T T T
d a x y, ,

50 50 50

2

, ,50⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

Themagnitude coefficientκwas considered proportional to the square of themean pixel value ̅d , of the effective
slab thickness ∆z, and of the difference between the linear attenuation coefficients of the breast glandular and
adipose tissues ∆m m m= - ,glandular adipose as reported in previous studies (Mainprize andYaffe 2010, Gang et al
2012,Hill et al 2013)

( ∙ ∙ ̅) ( )mk µ D Dz d . 132

The effective slab thickness ∆z is the integral of the in-depth PSFz over the breast thicknessT and is equal to
T forDMand SM images forwhich PSFz= 1.0

( ) ( )òD =
- /

/

z z dzPSF . 14
T

T

z
2

2

2.6. NPWEobservermodel
Weconsider the detectability of a spherical object of radiusR embedded in a homogeneous thickness, with a 3D
shape spectrum ( )S R f f f, , , .x y zobj TheNPWEdetectability index ¢d D3 for a 3Dobject uses the 3D IRFd and
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NPSd (equation (10b) inMonnin et al 2020)

∆ ¯

∆ ¯ ¯
∙ ( ) ( )¢ =

/

/
d

q q

q q
k R . 15D3

obj

IRF

Where k(R) represents theNPWEdetectability index value for an object that produces a radiant contrast equal to
that of the 0.2 mmAl disc of theNPWEphantom:
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Assuming separability of the xy- and z-components of the 3D IRF, equation (16) transforms to equation (17)
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Using equation (6), equation (18) gives a practical formof equation (17) that involves the in-plane IRF, in-
planeNPS, andMTFzmeasured in the images
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ForDMand SM images, the slice projection theorem gives the projection obtained by setting fz= 0 in
equation (18). The 3DNPWEmodel for projection images reverts to the 2D form given in equation (19)

Figure 1.Examples of simulated anatomical noise added toCDMAMphantom images. (a)DMraw image (b)DMprocessed image (c)
DBTplane (d) SM image.
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The visual transfer function (VTF) of the human eye used in this study is an approximation of the Barten contrast
sensitivity function of the human eye (Barten 1990)with a general form given in equation (20) (Burgess 1994,
Segui andZhao 2006, Gang et al 2011, Prakash et al 2011)

( ) ( ) ∙ ( ( ) ) ( )= + - +/ /f f f f c f fVTF , exp . 20x y x y
n

x y
a2 2 2 2 2 2

2.7. CDMAMphantomandNPWEmodel: threshold detectability index
The detectability index d’ of the discs of different diameters and contrasts of the CDMAMphantomwas
calculated using equations (15), (18) and (19) of theNPWEmodel. The Fourier spectrum Sobj of a disc of radius
R and thicknessT is given in equation (21), where J1 is the Bessel function of the first kind
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+S R f f f
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f f
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All the CDMAMdiscs aremuch thinner than theDBTplane thicknessTz, leading to a sinc function that is
approximately 1.0 below theNyquist frequency fz= 0.5/Tz. As a result, the discs can be treated as 2Dobjects
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The term ∆ ¯ ¯/q qobj in equation (15) represents the relative radiant contrast of the CDMAMgold discs and is
proportional to the disc thicknessTwhen ∆ ∙m <T 0.1,which is the case for all the CDMAMdiscs

∆ ¯
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q
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The termΔμ is the difference inmean linear attenuation coefficients between the gold disc and the PMMA+Al
base of theCDMAMphantom for a given x-ray spectrum

∆ ( )m m m= - + 24gold PMMA Al

Equations (15), (19) and (23)were used to determine the threshold gold disc thickness (TT) that corresponds to a
threshold detectability index ¢d .T
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2.8. Threshold diameter of a spherical object
Weconsider spherical objects of radiusR embedded in a homogeneous thickness (equation (26))
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The object shape spectrum corresponds to equation (27) (Bateman and Erdélyi 1954)
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Themaximum radiant contrast (x-ray attenuation)Δqobj occurs along the diameter of the sphere

∆

¯
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q

q
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where ∆m is the difference between themean linear attenuation coefficients of the spherical object and the
backgroundmammography tissue.

∆ ( )m m m= - . 29object mammo
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Microcalcifications andmasseswere considered as spheresmade of calciumoxalate (CaC2O4) and glandular
tissue, respectively. The backgroundmammographic tissuewas considered as amixture of adipose and
glandular tissues whose glandular fraction (byweight) depended on the thickness: 67%, 20%and 4%
glandularity for the PMMA thicknesses 30, 50 and 70 mm,which are equivalent in attenuation to breast
thicknesses 32, 60 and 90 mm, respectively (Dance et al 2000). The threshold object diameter of a spherical
object is twice the threshold radiusRT that corresponds to a threshold value of the detectability index in the
NPWEmodel observer, noted dT’.RTwas calculated numerically using equation (30)

( ) ∙ ( )
∆ ¯

¯
∙ ( )∙∆ ∙- = ¢m-e k R

q

q
d1 30R

T T
2 IRFT

RT for themasses was calculated as a function of the level of the anatomical NPS by adjusting themagnitude
coefficient in equation (11) from0 to 2κ, i.e. from the absence of anatomical noise until twice the levelmeasured
in the L1 phantom.RT for themicrocalcifications was calculated as a function ofKin, between 100 and 1000 μGy.
For this calculation, the impulse response for a linear systemwas considered proportional to the air kerma at the
system inputKin (equation (31))

( ) ( ) ∙ ( )=f f K f f KIRF , , IRF , , 1 . 31d x y d x yin in

Considering quantum limited systems, the systemNPS (NPSd,s) is proportional toKin to a good approximation,
and the anatomical NPS (NPSd,a) is proportional toKin

2 (Mainprize andYaffe 2010). The variation of the in-plane
NPS in the imagewas therefore calculated as a function ofKin according to equation (32)

( ) ( ) ∙ ( ) ∙ ( )@ +f f K f f K f f KNPS , , NPS , , 1 NPS , , 1 . 32d ip x y in d s x y d a x y, , in , in
2

2.9. CDMAMscoring and validation ofNPWEmodel against humanobservers
TheCDMAM images were scored using theCDCOMmodule and contrast-detail (c-d) curveswere generated
using the standard processingmethod described by Young et al (2006). The cases where the in-focusDBTplane
was not obvious, planes around the plane considered to have the best focuswere scored and the planewith the
lowest contrast thresholds was taken to be the in-focus plane. Uncertainty on the threshold gold thickness was
estimated using a bootstrapmethod.

The predictive value of theCDMAMresults has not yet been established against human observers in the
presence of anatomical background noise. The agreement betweenCDCOMscoring, theNPWEmodel and
humanperformance was therefore evaluated. Six human observers read ten series of images of theCDMAM
phantom,fivewith systemnoise only and five with anatomical background noise. Software developed in-house
was used to crop and rotate eachCDMAMsquare to prevent the observers learning the disc positions, which
would bias the results. Each observer read two images in every series, giving 20 images in total for each reader. A
Barco 10-megapixel radiology display (modelMDMC-12133) (Barco, Kortrijk, Belgium)was used to display the
images. During reading, the room lightingwas subdued, giving an ambient light level of approximately 6 lux. A
typical viewing distance of approximately 65 cmwas suggested, although the readers were free to zoom the
image content while scoring. The number of reading sessions ranged from2 to 4 sessions (median value of 3),
spread over a period of approximately 3weeks, depending on the availability of the observer at the hospital. The
reading timewas approximately 19 min per image, averaged over all images and observers. The series included
homogeneous background (raw and processedDM,DBT and SM images for the Siemens andDBT images for
theHologic) and anatomical background (processedDM,DBT and SM images for the Siemens, andDBT and
SM images for theHologic). The average from12 readings from each series gave the threshold thickness of
human reading for each disc diameter. The uncertainty in the threshold thickness was quantified using two
times the standard error of themean (SEM).

3. Results

3.1. Acquisition parameters and x-ray beamcharacteristics
TheAEC settings obtained for the three PMMA thicknesses on the threemammography units, alongwith the
measured values of the photonfluence per unit air kerma, the relative radiant contrast for the 0.2 mm
aluminium thickness and SFin are given in table 2. The 0.2 mmaluminiumdisc in theNPWEphantom
produced a signal (radiant contrast) between 6.4% and 21.7% (table 2).We assume that this is sufficiently small
for the assumptions of constant system gain and small signal linearity of the log-normalization stage in theDBT
and SM reconstructions to be valid. The air kerma at the system input (Kin) obtained under AEC for the
homogenous phantomvariedwidely among the systems and imagingmodes, from163μGy for the Siemens
Revelation (DM, 70 mm) to 822μGy for the SeleniaDimensions (DBT, 70 mm). SFin varied between 0.291 and
0.360 for the thickness 30 mm, between 0.460 and 0.504 for 50 mmand between 0.555 and 0.589 for 70 mm.
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This amounts to variations of less than 7%measured for the different imagingmodes and systems and can be
explained by differences in x-ray spectra, geometry and compression plate size and composition.

3.2. In-plane Fouriermetrics:MTF,NPS,NEQand systemDQE
Themean radial systemMTFof rawDM images decreased to zero around 11 mm−1 on the SeleniaDimensions
andRevelation, and around 6 mm−1 on the Pristina (figures 2(a)-(c)). The useful signal bandpass in the digital
images is however limited by theNyquist frequency determined at the sampling stage by the pixel pitch, resulting
in spatial frequencies of 7.14, 5.88 and 5.00 mm−1 for the SeleniaDimensions, Revelation, and Pristina,
respectively. For all three systems, the image processing or reconstruction algorithm gave the systemMTF a
similar peak shape that contributed to edge enhancement on processedDM,DBT and SM images. The system
MTFs of processed images peaked between 0.7 and 1.3 mm−1 for the three systems. These results are consistent
with in-planeMTFs previouslymeasured inDMandDBT images (Zhao et al 2009 and 2017,Marshall and
Bosmans 2022). Unlike the other systems, the image processing applied onDMandDBT images increased the
MTF compared to rawDM images on the Pristina system.

Themean radial NEQ curves of rawDM images describe the ability of the system to transfer signal and noise,
and show that the imaging systems act as low-frequency filters (figures 3(a)-(c)). TheNEQof rawDM images
increasedwith the number of detected primary photons, and therefore increasedwith theDAK chosen by the
AEC for a given system, the primary fraction at the detector and the detectorDQE. For processedDM,DBT and
SM images, image processing or reconstruction cause theNEQ to differ from the original low-frequency shape
determined by the detectorMTF andNPS. The processing increased theNEQofDM images acquired on the
SeleniaDimensions and the Revelation systems, but not for the Pristina. This result shows that the image
processingmodifies the signal and noise transfers differently and is amplifying the signal content and decreasing
the noise to some extent. The SeleniaDimensions gave the highestNEQof the studied systems for theDBT
planes for the thickness 70 mm.The high exposure delivered by the AEC (table 2) contributes to this result. The
NEQ frequency bandpass ofDBTplaneswas reduced compared to that ofDM images on the Selenia
Dimensions andRevelation systems butwas the same on the Pristina. The Revelation system gave the lowest
NEQof the study for the Insight 2D images for the thickness 70 mm.TheNEQof the Insight 2D images peaked
at frequencies between 2 and 3 mm−1 for the thicknesses 30 and 50 mmbutwas poor at lower and higher
frequency. This behaviour arises from strong noisefiltration that dramatically reduces the high-frequencyNPS.
TheNEQof theC-View images was systematically lower than that of the correspondingDM images andDBT
planes, especially at high spatial frequency.

Mean radial systemDQE results are visualized infigures 4(a)-(c). The systemDQEmeasured on rawDM
images is the product of the detector and the gridDQE. The rawDM images had amaximum systemDQE
between 0.50 and 0.65 for the three systems and three thicknesses. The gridDQE, and hence the systemDQE,
increasedwith SFin andwith the phantom thickness. Image reconstruction and processing algorithms can
stronglymodify the systemDQE, confirming that signal and noise can be handled differently in these processes.
The Pristina system gave similar DQEwhile the SeleniaDimensions andRevelation gave very different DQE for
the different image types. The processedDM images gave the highest systemDQEover thewidest frequency
range for the SeleniaDimensions and the Revelation systems.Whileimage processing increased the systemDQE
ofDM images to approximately 0.8 on the SeleniaDimensions andRevelation systems, the low-frequencyDQE
of processedDM images was decreased for the Pristina system. TheDBTplanes gave a lowerDQEover a reduced
bandwidth, compared toDM images. TheDQEofDBTplanes reached up to 5 mm−1 on the Pristina and Selenia
Dimensions but fell to zero at 3 mm−1 on the Revelation. The SM images had a reduced frequency bandwidth
that differed strongly for the three thicknesses on the Revelation and SeleniaDimensions systems. The
comparison inDQEbetween the processed against the raw images shows the importance of the image
processing and reconstruction algorithm for overall system efficiency.

The gridDQE ranged between 0.96 and 1.10 for the thickness 30 mm, between 1.23 and 1.35 for the
thickness 50 mmand between 1.37 and 1.58 for the thickness 70 mm (table 3). The gridDQE curves plotted as a
function of SFin show that the cellular grid of the SeleniaDimensions systemhad aDQEbetween 7%and 15%
higher than the linear grids of the Pristina andRevelation systems (figure 5).

3.3. In-depth resolution (MTFz)
Although theDBTplane spacingwas 1 mm for the three systems, the different systems and reconstructions gave
large differences in in-depth resolution (figure 6). TheMTFz of the Siemens system reached zero at the z-
frequency of 0.49 mm−1 for an angular span 50°. This cut-off frequency corresponds to an effective plane
thickness of 2.04 mm, comparable to the FWHMof themeasured PSFz (2.05 mm). The Pristina gave the
narrowest effective plane thickness of 1.56 mm,while the narrowest angular acquisition of 15° of the Selenia
Dimensions gave a thicker effective plane of 2.95 mm.
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3.4. Background anatomical breast noise
The large differences inNPSmagnitudesmeasured in the L1 phantom aremostly due to differences in the
signal gains used for the different image types (figures 7(a)-(c)). The power-law noise parameters κ andβ fitted
to the anatomical NPSmeasured in the L1 phantom are shown in table 4. The power exponentβ varied
between 2.8 and 3.6 for the different systems, imagingmodes and image types, in agreement with β values
around 3.0measured inmammograms (Chen et al 2012,Mainprize et al 2012, Cockmartin et al 2013, Hill et al
2013). The power law parametersκ andβwere the same for the raw and processedDM images. This result
shows that the image processing applied onDM images did not significantlymodify the frequency
composition of the low-frequency anatomical structured noise. DBT planes gave lower anatomical noise
magnitudeκ and power term β thanDM images, in agreement with theoretical prediction (Metheany et al
2008) and previousmeasurements (Engstrom et al 2009). This result confirmed that DBT reduces the amount
of structured noise in the reconstructedDBT planes compared toDMprojection images. Theκ andβ
attributes of SM images lie somewhere betweenDMandDBT images, with an anatomical NPSmagnitude
higher thanDBT but reduced compared to DM. The increased angular span of theDBT acquisitions on the
Siemens system reduced the noisemagnitude as quantified by κ, showing that a wider angular DBT scan
improves the out-of-plane clutter rejection and reduces the superposition of structured noise on the
reconstructed planes (Yoon et al 2009).

The simulated anatomical NPSwas able tomatch theNPSmeasured in the L1 phantom for all the systems
and imagingmodalities (figures 7(a)-(c)). This simulated anatomical noise was added to theCDMAMphantom
images to study the effect of this noise on detectability. It is important to note that the aim of this studywas not a

Figure 2.Mean radial in-plane systemMTF.
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precise determination ofκ andβ, but an investigation of their effect on the detectability given by theCDMAM
and theNPWEmodel. Only a rough similarity between the simulated backgroundNPS and the anatomical NPS
magnitudemeasured in the L1 phantomwas therefore considered in this study.

3.5. Validity of theNPWEmodel compared against theCDMAMphantom
The three free parameters of theVTFused in theNPWEmodel were adjusted tofind the best correlation
between the threshold gold thickness (TT) of theCDMAMdiscs given by theCDCOMsoftware (van
Engen 2013) and by theNPWEmodel. The threshold gold thickness for CDMAMdiscs of different diameters
corresponds to the smallest disc thickness visible in 62.5%of cases by a human observer (Young et al 2006). The
parameters n= 0.65, c= 0.0012 cycle/° and a= 2.0were used in equation (20), with a viewing distance of
400 mmwithoutmagnification. This VTF covered awide frequency bandwidth until 10 mm−1 and gave a
maximum response at 2.36 mm−1 (figure 8).

TheTT values obtained from theCDMAM images were plotted against the ratios ¢/T dT calculatedwith the
NPWEmodel (figures 9(a)–(c)). A log–log linear correlationwas found for all the systems and imaging
conditions and for the three thicknesses. This correlation also held both for images containing anatomical
background noise and thosewith a homogeneous noisy background. The least squares linear regression to all the
CDMAMdiscs between 0.1 and 2.0 mmgave a Pearson linear correlation coefficient (PCC) of 0.980 for a slope
set to 1.0 (black line infigures 9(a)–(c)). TheNPWEobservermodel accurately predictedTT values over a broad
range of conditions, suggesting that thismodel is suitable for image quality characterization over the range of

Figure 3.Mean radial NEQ.
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thicknesses, background noise and imagingmodalities considered, i.e. forDMraw and processed images, DBT
planes and reconstructed SM images. The best numerical correspondence in threshold gold disc thickness (TT)
between theCDMAMand theNPWEmodel given by the linear log–log correlationwas obtained for a threshold
detectability index dT’= 2.92± 0.11 (uncertainty 2 sigma).

Figure 4.Mean radial systemDQE.

Table 3.Grid characteristics.

System Modality

Phantom

thickness (mm)
Tube

voltage (kV) Tp Ts Tg

Grid

DQE SFout

GEHC Senographe Pristina DM&DBT 30 26 0.68 0.11 0.47 0.96 0.087

50 34 0.72 0.11 0.42 1.26 0.136

70 34 0.72 0.11 0.36 1.44 0.178

Hologic Selenia

Dimensions

DM 30 26 0.78 0.09 0.55 1.10 0.055

50 31 0.81 0.11 0.48 1.35 0.100

70 34 0.83 0.12 0.43 1.58 0.151

SiemensRevelation DM 30 27 0.75 0.19 0.55 1.01 0.129

50 30 0.78 0.19 0.50 1.23 0.186

70 32 0.78 0.19 0.45 1.37 0.242
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3.6. Validity of theCDMAMphantomandNPWEmodel compared against humanobservers
The human reading results of the CDMAMphantomwere in good agreementwithCDCOMscoring for the
plain background images (figure 10(a)). The averaged ratio of human toCDCOMthreshold thicknesses for all
disc diameters was 0.961. The human andCDCOM threshold thicknesses were less consistent in the anatomical
background. Slightly better performance for human observers in the anatomical backgroundswas foundwith a
ratio of human toCDCOMresults equal to 0.819. The error bars encompass the identity line except for the
Insight 2D images, for which the human readers performed significantly better thanCDCOM.

The human observers gave results in good agreementwith those obtainedwith theNPWEmodel
(figure 10(b)). As expected, the anatomical background resulted in a greater relative increase of threshold gold
thickness for the large diameter discs compared to the smaller discs. The averaged ratios of human toNPWE
threshold thicknesses for all disc diameters were 0.992 for the plain background images and 1.070 in the
anatomical background.Human observer performancewas slightly poorer in the anatomical background than
theNPWEmodel. All the error bars cut the linefitted betweenNPWEandCDCOMvalues, except for the five
largest discs of the Insight 2D imageswith plain background.

3.7. Threshold diameter ofmicrocalcifications (high-frequency tasks)
The threshold diameterDT of sphericalmicrocalcifications (MCs) is the diameter of a spheremade of calcium
oxalate (CaC2O4) that corresponded to the threshold detectability index dT’= 2.92 calculated using the 3D
NPWEmodel observer. The detectability index of small objects, which are considered to be high-frequency
tasks, dependsmostly on the amount of systemnoise and has little dependence on low-frequency anatomical
background noise (Ruschin et al 2007, Gang et al 2010, Vancoillie et al 2021). This is largely governed by the
DAK.DTwas therefore determinedwithout anatomical noise as a function ofKin, forKin values between 100 and

Figure 5.GridDQE as a function of SFin. The points show theAEC settings for the three PMMA thicknesses 30, 50 and 70 mm.

Figure 6.MTFz ofDBTplanes.
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1000μGy (figures 11(a)-(c)). As expected,DT increasedwith the phantom thickness and decreasedwithKin for
all the imaging conditions. For the three thicknesses, the processedDM images gave the smallestDT values for
theHologic and Siemens systems, whereasDBTplanes gave slightly better detectability thanDM images for the
Pristina. SM images systematically gave the largestDT values. The ranking given by theNPWEmodel in this
study is consistent with recent studies where SM images gave the poorest detectability of small details, whereas
DMgave a better detection thanDBT images (Hadjipanteli et al 2017,Mackenzie et al 2021, Vancoillie et al
2021). In Ikejimba et al (2021),MCdetectability was highest forDBT andDM images compared to SM,with
slightly better detectability forDBT images.

TheDT values obtained forMCs under AEC conditions depended on theDAK chosen by the AEC and varied
for the different imagingmodalities between 0.21 and 0.27 mm for the thickness 30 mm, 0.23–0.29 mm for the
thickness 50 mmand 0.26–0.36 mm for the thickness 70 mm (table 4). TheDMprocessed images acquired on
the SeleniaDimensions gave the smallestDT values, consistent with the highest DAK values of the three systems
for the three thicknesses. The threshold diameters calculated in our study correspond to a threshold detectability
index dT’= 2.92 and to a percentage of correct (PC) detection of 62.5% established on theCDMAMphantom.
The threshold diameters ofMCs calculated in our study are larger than those found in Ikejimba et al (2021) and
inVancoillie et al (2021). TheDT values in our study correspond to the detection of a single dotwhereas the
detection task of the other authors consisted of a cluster of severalMCs, which can be an easier detection task.
The composition ofMCswas also different, and this will influence the detection threshold value. Ikejimba et al
(2021) used amixture of calciumhydroxyapatite and epoxy, whose attenuation coefficient is not explicitly given,

Figure 7. In-planeNPSmeasured in the L1 phantom andNPSwith the simulated anatomical background. added to theCDMAM
images.
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Table 4.Parametersκ andβ of the anatomical breast noisemeasured on the L1 phantom, and threshold diameter ofmasses andmicrocalcifications (inmm) obtained under theAEC (in bold the best result for each system).

MCs (κ= 0) Masses (κ= 0) Masses (κ× 1) Masses (κ× 2)

System Modality κ β 30 50 70 30 50 70 30 50 70 30 50 70 mm

GEHC Senographe Pristina DMraw 4e-6 −3.2 0.251 0.281 0.298 2.4 2.0 2.0 9.9 7.7 8.7 12.7 9.9 11.2

DMprocessed 4e-6 −3.2 0.272 0.284 0.298 3.0 2.2 2.2 10.4 7.3 8.3 13.6 9.8 11.1

DBT 2e-6 −2.8 0.250 0.273 0.292 3.4 2.5 2.4 10.6 5.2 4.8 14.9 6.7 6.1

Hologic SeleniaDimensions DMraw 3e-6 −3.4 0.224 0.237 0.260 2.2 1.7 1.8 9.2 6.9 7.9 11.9 9.1 10.4

DMprocessed 3e-6 −3.4 0.210 0.225 0.255 2.2 1.7 1.8 9.8 6.6 8.1 13.6 9.6 11.6

DBT 3e-7 −3.1 0.222 0.247 0.275 2.5 2.0 2.1 5.0 2.9 2.7 6.3 3.5 3.2

SMC-View 4e-7 −3.4 0.265 0.258 0.314 2.9 1.8 2.1 5.5 3.6 4.6 7.9 5.0 6.4

SiemensRevelation DMraw 6e-6 −3.4 0.244 0.263 0.287 2.5 2.0 2.0 11.8 8.9 10.2 15.2 11.8 13.3

DMprocessed 6e-6 −3.4 0.239 0.257 0.280 2.5 1.9 2.0 11.6 8.0 9.8 17.3 11.6 14.7

DBT 5e-7 −3.0 0.250 0.276 0.328 3.3 2.6 2.9 5.2 3.2 3.3 6.1 3.8 3.7

SM Insight 2D 2e-6 −3.6 0.254 0.287 0.364 3.2 2.8 3.2 19.6 7.5 7.7 25.9 12.2 12.2
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however the attenuation coefficient of the calciumhydroxyapatite component used in Ikejimba et al (2021) is
approximately twice as large as that of the calciumoxalate used in our study. The calcium carbonate used in the
L1 phantom-based study of Vancoillie et al (2021) has an attenuation coefficient that is 40% to 60% larger higher
than that of calciumoxalate.

3.8. Threshold diameter ofmasses (low-frequency tasks)
Massesweremodelled as glandular spheres. As forMCs, the threshold diameterDT corresponded to the
threshold detectability index dT’= 2.92 obtained from the 3DNPWEmodel observer. The detection of large
objects (low-frequency tasks) dependsmostly on the amount of low-frequency anatomical background noise,
and has little dependence on exposure level (Ruschin et al 2007, Gang et al 2010, Vancoillie et al 2021).DTwas
therefore calculated as a function of added anatomical noise, forκ values between 0 and 2κ, withκ being the
level of background noisemeasured on the images of the L1 phantom (figures 12(a)-(c)).DT increasedwithκ for
all the imaging conditions. A smaller thickness was associatedwith a higher glandularity and a lower contrast,
resulting in higherDT values. For the three systems, DM images gave the smallestDT values in the absence of
anatomical background noise (κ= 0), whereasDBTplanes gave better detectability when anatomical noise was
present (table 4). Except for the Insight 2D imageswhich gave particularly poor detectability for the thickness
30 mm, SM images gaveDT values intermediate betweenDMandDBT. These results are consistent with recent
technical image quality studies (Hadjipanteli et al 2019, Ikejimba et al 2021, Vancoillie et al 2021).

DT values obtained under theAEC conditions varied for the different imagingmodalities within the range
1.7–3.4 mm forκ= 0, 2.7–19.6 mm forκ x 1 and 3.2–25.9 mm forκ x 2 (table 4). The smallestDT valueswere
obtained onDMprocessed images of the SeleniaDimensions forκ= 0 and onDBTplanes of the Selenia
Dimensions forκ x 1 andκ x 2. The threshold diameters ofmasses calculated in our study for the phantom
thckness 50 mmare consistent with those found in Ikejimba et al (2021) and inVancoillie et al (2021).Masses of
diameter 5 mm in Ikejimba et al (2021) gave a PC between 0.6 and 0.8.Human observers inVancoillie et al
(2021) found threshold diameters between 2 and 6 mm (PC 62.5%). For the same PCof 62.5%,Hadjipanteli et al
(2019) obtainedDT values around 10 mm forDMand 6mm forDBTon simulated imageswith anatomical
background, slightly larger than our results for the thickness 50 mm.

4.Discussion

This study has established a link between theCDMAMphantom, human reading and theNPWEmodel to study
detectability inDM,DBT and SM. TheNPWEmodel gave coherent and robust results compared to the
CDMAMphantom and human reading for a range of discs between 0.1 and 2.0 mm in diameter, for PMMA
thickness between 30 and 70 mm, and forDM,DBT and SM images with andwithout anatomical background
noise. These results valid for awide range of x-ray beam energies, SF levels and noise characteristics extended
those published in previous work forDBTplanes (Monnin et al 2020) and for rawDM images in a homogeneous
noisy background (Monnin et al 2011).

The discs in theCDMAMphantomare considerably thinner than the reconstructedDBTplane spacing,
allowing the detection ofMCs to be treated as a 2Dproblem. In this study, we further consideredmasses whose
threshold diameter exceeded the size of the CDMAMgold discs andwas not negligible with regards to the
effectiveDBTplane thickness, leading to the use of a 3DNPWEmodel. The 3DNPWEmodelmay thus be less
accurate or diverge for objects larger than 2.0 mm that cover a lower frequency range. Thick objects can also give

Figure 8.Visual transfer function (VTF)used in theNPWEmodel.
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a high signal that is not compatible with the assumption of small signal linearity requiredwhen applying this
model. As a result, nonlinear iterative image processing can lead to sharpness and noise levels dependent on the
contrast of the imaged structures. In this study, the assessment of detectability performance using transfer

Figure 9. Logarithm of the threshold gold thickness of theCDMAMdiscs. (a) for the different systems (b) forDM,DBT and SM (c)
with andwithout anatomical background noise.
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functions in the 3DNPWEmodel is a linear approximation to nonlinear systems andmust be ideally used under
task-based conditions. TheMTF andNPSused in theNPWEmodel were calculated under small contrast
condition provided by the 0.2 mmAl disc. For thick objects with high contrast, the results could potentially
differ from those obtained in this study, which only holds for low-contrast objects. Nevertheless, the extension
of theNPWEmodel to a 3D formulation for tomosynthesis has been shown to have a reasonable
correspondencewith human observer performance over a broad range of imaging tasks and conditions in the
presence of low-frequency background noise (Gang et al 2011). The 3DNPWEmodel has therefore been
successfully used to explore the imaging performance and optimize the imaging parameters of CBCT and
tomosynthesis for different imaging tasks like the detection of punctual (small), spherical, Gaussian objects
(Gang et al 2010,Hu andZhao 2011). The threshold diameters ofmasses for human observers in recent studies
follow similar trends and are compatible with our results (Ikejimba et al 2021, Vancoillie et al 2021). The
accuracy of ourmodelmust nevertheless be studied for large objects, and this is a limitation of the present study.

The hierarchy of detection performance for large (low-frequency) tasks likemasses depended strongly on the
amount of anatomical noise added to the images.We conclude that the use of detectability indices or threshold
thicknesses calculated in homogeneous background is, asmight be expected, not representative of clinical
situations for comparing the performance ofDMandDBT for low-frequency tasks. The anatomical noise
reduced the detectability indices ofmasses, and themagnitude of this reduction depended on the in-depth
resolution, which governs the ability of the system to reduce or restrict propagation of out of plane anatomical
texture to the image plane containing the targets of interest. In our study, the systemwith a narrow angular span
(SeleniaDimensions) could have similar or even superior detectability to thewide-angle systems formasses
(Pristina andRevelation). This implies that other factors such as the reconstruction algorithm, in addition to

Figure 10. Logarithmof the threshold gold thickness of theCDMAMdiscs with uniform (U) and anatomical (A) backgrounds.
(a) human observer against CDCOMvalues (b) humanobserver againstNPWEmodel values for d’= 1.0.
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angular range, have an important role in determining in-depth resolution and threshold detectability in
anatomical background.

Conversely, detection of small (high-frequency) tasks likemicrocalcifications depends little on low-
frequency anatomical noise,mostly on the system (quantum and electronic)noise and hence on theDAK and
primary x-ray detector efficiency. Our study showed thatDBTdid not improve the detection performance of
microcalcifications, consistent with data in the literature (Gang et al 2010,Hadjipanteli et al 2017,Mackenzie
et al 2021, Ikejimba et al 2021, Vancoillie et al 2021). Detection performance of small objects can therefore be

Figure 11.Threshold diameter of sphericalmicrocalcification as a function ofKin for three PMMA thicknesses. (a) 30 mm (b) 50 mm
(c) 70 mm.
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characterizedwith homogeneous test-objects like theCDMAMphantom, if usedwith caution. The test-object
must remain parallel to the reconstructed planes and obviously the detailsmust remain fully in the plane that is
evaluated. The effective thickness of DBTplanesmeasured in our study (between 2.05 and 2.68 mm)wasmuch
thicker than theCDMAMdiscs and insured to fully include the discs in a singleDBTplane. A further
assumption is that CDCOM is functioning as expected on the image type assessed, and if doubted thismust be
checked viamanual scoring.

Figure 12.Threshold diameter of sphericalmasses as a function ofκ for three PMMA thicknesses. (a) 30 mm (b) 50 mm (c) 70 mm.
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It is important to note that current test-objects dedicated tomeasure physical image quality parameters were
not designed for the evaluation of SM images. Phantomswith improved anthropomorphic structuresmight be
necessarywith for this evaluation. SM images are the result of computational algorithms that have evolved over
time and are different betweenmanufacturers. Variousmethodswill be used, involving, for example, processing
steps that identify slices and regions containingmass-like andMC-like features and thatmay adapt to some
degree to breast tissue patterns. Adaptive enhancing filters can therefore result in SM images that look quite
different andmay give different results when applied to test-objects. The 3D-structured L1 phantomused in this
study produces background structurewhose power spectrum is close to that of breast images (Cockmartin et al
2017), but the structure is not anthropomorphic. Thus, the conclusions of this study cannot be generalized
beyond the L1 test-object and SMalgorithms used in our study.However, the detection results for SM images
obtained in this study using the L1 phantom are consistent with those found by Ikejimba et al (2017), using a
phantom thatmore closely resembles breast images. Further research using phantomswith improved
anthropomorphic structures and objects resemblingMCs ormasses is needed to confirm the extent towhich
our results for SM images are representative of patient imaging.

In this work, theVTF parameters were optimized to predict theCDMAMperformance for a wide range of
discs sizes, imagingmodalities and background noise types. VTF parameters were adjusted to improve the
agreement between human andNPWEperformance in the presence of background noise, as described in other
studies (Bouwman et al 2016). The resulting VTFused in this work covered awide range of spatial frequencies,
between 0 and 10 mm−1. The predictive value of theCDMAMresults was established against human observers
in the presence of anatomical background noise.Human reader performancewas generally in good agreement
withCDCOMscoring andwith theNPWEmodel, with better agreement for plain images, and slightly lower
agreement for the images with anatomical background simulating structure. Only the SM images gave
inconsistent results for some disc diameters. TheNPWEmodel gave reasonably close agreement with human
readings (averaged ratio 0.992 and 1.070 for images without andwith structured anatomical background,
respectively). This is consistent with earlier studies comparing contrast-detail detectability in plain images
(Marshall 2006, Segui andZhao 2006,Monnin et al 2011). The extensive application of theNPWEmodel in this
work shows that thismodel can predict target detectability over a wide range of imaging conditions. Further
research is however necessary to validate the conditions forwhich theNPWEmodel can be used tomatch the
CDMAMresults in the presence of low-frequency, structured background noise.

5. Conclusion

This study compared the quantitative image qualitymetrics and detectability ofDM,DBT and SM images based
on themeasurement of image quality indices (MTF,NPS andNEQ) and system efficiency (systemDQE) for the
situation of cluttered backgrounds. Used in theNPWEobservermodel, thesemetrics correctly predicted the
detectability of the thinCDMAMdiscs for awide range of beam energies, scatter fractions, image processing and
reconstruction algorithms of threemammography device vendors. Furthermore, these predictions held for
imageswith andwithout low-frequency structured background noise. The quantitative data on threshold
diameters are potentially valuable technical performance indicators and itmay be possible to explain or predict
these results from the different componentsmaking up theNPWEmodel. The analysismethod used in this
work is proposed as ameans of including the influence of anatomical structured noise on image quality and
detectability inmammography, for a range of imaging tasks and imaging conditions.
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